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Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field Q. If G is a finite group, 
the group ring RG is a Hopf algebra over R. It is immediate that 
Q @ RG E QG. In [3] a partial converse to this was proved: if A is a Hopf 
algebra over R such that Q @ A s QG, under certain conditions we can 
conclude that A g RG. In this paper we show that Q @ A z QG implies 
A g RG under weaker conditions. 
The results and notation of [3] will be used throughout this paper. 
THEOREM. Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field Q of churac- 
teristic 0, and let G be a jinite group. Assume, for every prime number p such 
that G has a normal subgroup of order pa > 1, that p is a unit in R OY the 
rami$cation index of p in R is less than p - 1. If A is a Hopf a&ebra over R 
such that Q @ A E QG, then A e RG. 
Proof. As shown in [3], it is enough to prove that if K is a subgroup 
generated by k of prime order q, if the ramification index of q in R is less 
than q - 1, and if M is a maximal ideal of R containing q, then 
~(1 - k)t 6 MtRK 
for some t. Let e < q - 1 be the ramification index of q in R. Then 
MSe n Z = q8Z, so we must show 
~(1 - k)8e $ q”ZK 
for some s. Since e < q - 1, it is enough to prove: 
LEMMA. Let k be of prime order q, Then qi divides all the coe@cients of 
(1 -k)nifandonlyifi(q-l)<n. 
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Proof. The proof is by induction on n. For n < q - 1, the Lemma is 
true because the coefficients are just the binomial coefficients, which in this 
case are prime to q. 
Now assume n > q - 1. Let I = (1 - K)ZK = ker E be the augmentation 
ideal of the group ring ZK, and consider the Z-module homomorphism 
T : I -+ I defined by T(x) = (1 - K) x f or x E 1. It is easily shown that T 
is injective. 
We now show that T+l(I) = qI. Since q divides all the coefficients of 
(1 - k)q, it follows that T’J-l(I) = (1 - k)PZK C qZK n I = qI. By [I, 
Theorem 16.81, there exists a basis xi ,..., x0-i for I over Z, and positive 
integers q ,..., n,-, such that nlxl ,..., n,-,x,-r is a basis for T@-‘(I) over Z. 
Since T’J-l(I) C qI, q divides q . Let yi ~1 be such that Tq-l(yJ = nixi . 
Then yr ,..., ye-i is a basis for I over Z. Looking at the matrix of Tq-l with 
respect to this basis, we see that n, *** nq-i divides det TQ-l. Now, looking 
at the matrix of T with respect to the basis 1 - K, K - AZ,..., K@ - P-l, we 
see that det T = q. Thus q divides ni , and n, **a qr divides q’-l = (det T)+l. 
Therefore ni = q, and Tq-l(I) = qI. 
Since TQ-1 : I + I is injective and T+l(I) = qI, it follows that 4j divides 
the coefficients of x E I if and only if q j+l divides the coefficients of Tq-l(x). 
In particular qi divides the coefficients of (1 - K)n if and only if pi-l 
divides the coefficients of (1 - K)n-q+r, which by induction holds if and 
only if (i - l)(q - 1) < n - q + 1. Therefore qi divides the coefficients 
of (1 - K)n if and only if i(q - 1) < n. This completes the proofs of the 
Lemma and the Theorem. 
Remarks. The hypothesis of the Theorem implies that G has no non- 
trivial normal subgroups of order a power of 2, or that l/2 E R, since the 
ramification index is always at least 1. 
The hypothesis on the ramification index cannot be improved, as is seen 
from the following example. Let R be the rational integers with a primitive 
pth root of 1 adjoined. Note that the ramification index of p in R is p - 1 
[2, p. 521. Let Z, be the cyclic group of order p, and let A be the Hopf 
algebra of functions from Z, to R. Then Q @ A E QZ, , but A $ RZ, . 
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